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BETTER RESEARCH. BETTER LEARNING.
BETTER INSIGHTS.

New! Access-to-Own (ATO), available exclusively on Ebook Central,
is a usage-based acquisition model that helps libraries offer diverse
ebooks while investing in owned content that delivers better ROI.

ProQuest is trusted by government libraries for resources that lead
to extraordinary discoveries. Through a comprehensive process of
curation, simplification and connection, we enable users of all skill
levels to:

•

Increased availability to frontlist content with over 30,000
titles embargoed from short-term loan and over 350,000 titles
in total.

•

Greater affordability because costs are incurred only on loans,
and loan fees are applied to the price of the book.

•

Guaranteed access by preventing turnaways when paired with
Extended Access.

•

Monitor current news and developments in a rapidly
changing world

•

Pinpoint hard-to-find data

•

Analyze the latest research and its implications

•

Make informed decisions and chart new strategies

STATISTICAL DATA
Statistical Insight Collection is a carefully curated and easily
accessible collection of millions of full-text reports and statistical
tables produced by U.S. federal agencies, private organizations, and
major intergovernmental organizations.
Statistical Abstract of the United States is both a ready-reference
answer book and a guide to statistical sources. It contains
over 1,400 curated statistical tables covering every aspect of
American life.
Statistical Abstracts of the World aggregates the statistical
abstracts of approximately 40 countries and makes the content
available through a single-search interface.

EBOOKS
Government CompleteTM is a subscription collection that offers
government employees the breadth and depth of trusted titles
from publishers like PennWell, Wiley, Betham Science Publishers
and IMF.
ProQuest Ebook Central, developed through analyses of librarian
and user workflows, is an intuitive platform that delivers titles from
top publishers worldwide.
•

1,000,000 titles (100,000 added annually)

•

1,500 imprints and 750+ publishers

•

10 language options

With Ebook Central, users can…
•

Discover new content by searching and receiving relevancyranked book and chapter results. Book-level abstracts along
with highlighted search terms make it quick to skim the results
and decide which books to explore.

•

Evaluate titles using the book landing page. Detailed
description, bibliographic info and table of contents contribute
to a simpler workflow.

•

Access books online or use offline reading options including
DRM-free chapter downloads, and full book downloads.
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International Datasets is a unique collection of international, national,
and difficult-to-find subnational data highly sought after by business,
economics, social science, and multidisciplinary researchers.

MULTIDISCIPLINARY
ProQuest Central brings together many of our most popular
databases to create the most comprehensive, diverse, and relevant
multidisciplinary resource available. All major subject areas –
business, health and medical, social sciences, arts and humanities,
education, science and technology and religion – are covered
through thousands of full-text scholarly journals, newspapers,
magazines, dissertations, working papers and market reports on
an award-winning platform.
ProQuest Dissertations & Theses Global (PQDT) is a remarkable
resource for libraries involved in all areas of scholarship. This
continuously expanding database provides direct access to more
than 2 million full-text graduate works in virtually every subject
area, with more than 4 million A&I records from 3,000 universities
worldwide. For the researcher, deep coverage and extensive
bibliographies uncover sources and ideas that might otherwise be
missed. Cross-referenced access to scholarly content across the
library’s online service enhances the research experience. PQDT is
designated as an official offsite repository for the US Library
of Congress.

BMJ Best Practice provides healthcare professionals with reliable,
up-to-date information to support diagnosis and treatment
decisions. Distributed by ProQuest exclusively to federal agencies,
BMJ Best Practice combines the latest research evidence with
guidelines and expert opinion – presented in a step-by-step
approach – covering prevention, diagnosis, treatment and
prognosis. This gives researchers a second opinion in an instant,
without the need for checking multiple resources.
SciTech Premium Collection is a multidisciplinary database of
scholarly and learned materials in the natural sciences, technology,
engineering and related disciplines. Faculty and students alike
will find comprehensive coverage from thousands of full-text
titles including peer-reviewed journals, trade publications, books/
monographs, conference proceedings, reports, newswires, video
and much more. Prestigious STM publishers like Springer, Wolters
Kluwer, and Elsevier contribute to this collection.

Research Library provides an international mix of scholarly,
professional, and consumer periodicals covering over 150 subjects,
including business, the sciences, medical, technology, literature, the
arts, and history.

SOCIAL SCIENCE
Social Science Premium Collection delivers more than a dozen
databases covering international literature in politics, public policy,
sociology, social work, anthropology, criminology, linguistics, library
science and education. Unlike similar packages, it not only includes
journal content but also offers many specialist full-text publications,
including dissertations, country reports and grey literature.
CultureGrams™ provides concise cultural and statistical snapshots
of every country recognized by the United Nations. Local experts
document the intimate details of each country’s customs, protocol,
traditions, and daily life, with unique perspectives on culture ranging
from attitudes, greetings and gestures, to the arts, recreation, daily
diet and more.

HEALTH AND SCIENCES
Health Research Premium Collection serves diverse users
with timely journals, evidence-based resources and full-text
dissertations. Collectively, this resource provides the widest
breadth of aggregated health and medical content in the world –
including MEDLINE, a bibliographic database produced by the U.S.
National Library of Medicine with millions of citations derived from
thousands of biomedical and life science journals.
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Supreme Court Insight offers records and briefs from 1975–
2016/2017 term with dockets; petition and merit stage briefs,
including amicus curiae briefs; oral argument written transcripts
and opinions. Unique features and functionality facilitate search
and retrieval by case name, subject, court of origin, Justice, name/
organization on briefs, and more. Each case is presented on a
dynamic case history page that allows the researcher to work
with all content associated with the case. Cases histories for
cases directly related to a Public Law include links to histories in
Legislative Insight and Regulatory Insight for entitled customers.

LAW AND GOVERNMENT
Legislative Insight makes available professionally researched
compilations of digital full-text congressional publications relevant
to enacted U.S. public laws. Each fully searchable history includes
the full text of the public law itself, all versions of related bills,
law-specific Congressional Record excerpts, House and Senate
documents, and committee hearings, reports, and prints. Part A
offers 18,000 histories of laws enacted from 1929-2012. Part B
offers histories for 9,000 additional laws, focusing on those enacted
1789-1960. Starting with 2013, a new collection is released each
year containing laws that were passed in that year.

Supreme Court – Certiorari Denied complements Supreme
Court Insight by chronicling cases that the Court did not hear. No
other online source exists for this complete collection. Certiorari
Denied 1975-2017 will be offered in two parts. Part 1, 1997-2017
(December 2017) will allow users with access to Supreme Court
Insight to compare the cases heard versus those that were
not. Certiorari Denied will include subject indexing, court of origin
tagging, and all of the other functionality available on Supreme
Court Insight. Researchers who have access will also be able
to link through to Legislative and Regulatory Insight, providing a
full picture of the legislative and judicial processes and the links
between them.
Digital National Security Archive, the result of the teaming of
ProQuest with National Security Archive, preserves and widens
access to a trove of important declassified U.S. government
documents, providing vital primary source material to advance
research in contemporary history, politics, and international
relations. Now topping more than 650,000 pages, DNSA delivers
crisply digitized and curated content in 50 topic-based collections,
each led by subject-area scholars to ensure the material provides
the most discerning coverage.
New modules:

Regulatory Insight 1936-2016, and 2017 editions, is the
companion to Legislative Insight and Supreme Court Insight, works
alongside Federal Register (FR) and Code of Federal Regulations
(CFR) content. FR articles are compiled by human editors into
regulatory histories associated with Public Laws and Executive
Orders. Unique Agency compilations allow users to research FR
articles according to the CFR Parts over which each Agency has
jurisdiction, and to link between historic and current agencies with
related jurisdiction. Includes direct links to histories in Legislative
Insight and related Supreme Court cases for entitled customers.
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•

Kissinger Conversations: Supplement II (Collection 47)

•

The President’s Daily Brief: Kennedy, Johnson and the CIA
(Collection 48)

•

Targeting Iraq, Part I: Planning, Invasion, and Occupation,
1997-2004 (Collection 49)

•

Castro, Cuba, and the United States: The Declassified
History of Negotiations to Normalize Relations, 1959-2016
(Collection 50)

Visual History Archive
ProQuest is proud to partner with the USC Shoah Foundation
to offer the Visual History Archive (VHA), a fully streaming video
collection of nearly 55,000 primary-source testimonies of survivors
and witnesses of the Holocaust and other crimes against humanity.
The largest archive of its kind, VHA preserves history as told by
the people who lived it, with each testimony offering insight and
knowledge rarely available in traditional content. The vast majority
of the testimonies contain a complete personal history of life
before, during and after the interviewee’s firsthand experience
with genocide.

HISTORY AND GENEALOGY
History Vault is a centuries-spanning archive documenting the
most studied topics in American history. An ever-growing anthology
of primary sources, History Vault includes 39 modules as of 2017.
Major content areas focus on Southern Life, Slavery, and the Civil
War; Civil Rights and the Black Freedom Struggle in the 20th
Century; Women’s Studies; American Politics and Society; and
International Relations and Military Conflicts, American Indians
and the American West, and Workers and Labor Unions.
2016 modules include:
•

Confidential U.S. State Department Central Files, 1960-1969
(Africa and the Middle East; Asia)

•

FBI Confidential Files and Radical Politics in the U.S.,
1945-1972

•

Women at Work during World War II: Rosie the Riveter and
the Women’s Army Corps

•

Workers, Labor Unions, and the American Left in the 20th
Century – Federal Records

•

Confederate Military Manuscripts and Records of the Union
Generals and the Union Army

Visual History Archive offers multiple pathways to learn across
time, locations, cultures and sociopolitical circumstances. The
streaming archive – digitized and fully searchable – uncovers
related ProQuest content owned by the institution. With 64,000
indexing terms, 1.85 million names, and 712,000 images,
researchers can retrieve whole testimonies and segments to
the minute.
Trench Journals and Unit Magazines of the First World War
collects rare magazines from the Imperial War Museum, The British
Library, Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin, and the Library of Congress.
Published by and for servicemen and -women from 1914 to 1919,
these periodicals are now available to everyone, with 50,000 pages
scanned in full color or grayscale, and with granular indexing of all
articles and specialist indexing of publications.

2017 modules include:
•

American Politics in the Early Cold War – Truman and
Eisenhower Administrations, 1945-1961

•

Reconstruction and Military Government After the Civil War

•

World War I: Records of the American Expeditionary Forces,
and Diplomacy in the World War I Era

•

Records of the Children’s Bureau, 1912-1969

•

Students for a Democratic Society, Vietnam Veterans Against
the War, and the Anti-Vietnam War

•

Labor Unions in the U.S., 1862-1974: Knights of Labor, AFL,
CIO and AFL-CIO
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NEWS
US Newsstream is the researcher’s choice for current content –
from the New York Times, Chicago Tribune, Los Angeles Times, Wall
Street Journal, Washington Post, CNN Newswires and the Huffington
Post – and archives that stretch back into the 1980s. Full-text
sources include newspapers, newswires, journals, television and
radio transcripts, blogs, podcasts and websites. There are no
paywalls, and most content loads same day, often by 8 a.m. US
Eastern time. It also offers over 80 Gannett regional newspapers
and includes hundreds of other local, regional, and national titles
from throughout the U.S.
Global Newsstream delivers influential resources from around the
globe, from today’s news to backfiles dating back to the 1980s.
This collection combines ProQuest’s U.S. Newsstream, Canadian
Newsstream, and International Newsstream into one of the largest
collections of news from five continents. Many citation formats are
available, and articles can be translated into 13 languages.
Historical Newspapers empowers researchers to become
eyewitnesses to history. From leading issues and events to local
and regional politics, arts, business and sports, these fully digitized
pages reveal the day-to-day coverage – plus photos, classified
ads, obituaries, editorial cartoons and more – that track issues
over time and provide meaningful primary-source content. More
than 45 newspapers cover U.S. city newspapers, historical Black
newspapers and other subject areas.

Ancestry Library Edition is the product of a partnership with
Ancestry.com to offer libraries unparalleled coverage of census,
vital, church, court and immigration records spanning the United
States, as well as collections from Canada, United Kingdom,
Europe, Australia, Mexico, and other areas of the world. With nearly
9 billion records in more than 8,000 unique databases, this
collection is essential to a broad genealogy collection.
Fold3 Library Edition by Ancestry is now distributed into library
markets worldwide as a premier collection of more than 400 million
historical U.S. and international military records. Invaluable on its
own for supporting history and genealogical research, Fold3 Library
Edition is also a rich enhancement to Ancestry Library Edition.

BUSINESS
ABI/INFORM Collection is comprised of ABI/INFORM Global, ABI/
INFORM Trade & Industry, and ABI/INFORM Dateline. Thousands
of full-text journals, dissertations, and working papers join key
business and economics periodicals such as The Economist and
Sloan Management Review, country-and industry-focused reports,
and major news sources like the Wall Street Journal. Its international
coverage gives researchers a complete picture of companies and
business trends around the world.
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ALEXANDER STREET COLLECTIONS
FOR GOVERNMENT LIBRARIES
Enhance researchers’ awareness and appreciation of global,
cultural, ethnic and anthropological topics via highly curated,
unbiased, media-rich collections from Alexander Street,
a ProQuest company.
Anthropological Fieldwork Online is a landmark project that
digitizes and makes available for the first time, together and online,
the previously unpublished fieldwork of renowned anthropologists
such as Bronislaw Malinowski, Ruth Benedict and Margaret Mead,
revealing how they created and shaped the methods and theories
that are still taught today. Content is global in scope and focuses
around each ethnographer’s prominent expedition field experience,
with inclusion of notes, journals, images, correspondence and
other documents.
The Anthropology Commons is a long-range project to digitize
and make freely available important archival content in this field.
The collection begins with the papers of anthropologist Ruth
Fulton Benedict, who published Patterns of Culture in 1934,
a major comparative piece that integrated her own work and
others’. Anthropology Commons offers, free to all, 8,000 pages
of Benedict’s notes from field expeditions in the U.S. Southwest
in the 1930s.

Border and Migration Studies Online helps researchers understand
today’s world through primary-source documents, archives, films,
and ephemera related to significant border events and areas around
the world from the 19th to the 21st centuries—U.S. and Mexico,
India and Pakistan, the EU, Eastern European borders, and dozens
of others. At completion, the collection will include 100,000 pages
of text, 175 hours of video, and 1,000 images.

RESEARCH SUPPORT
ProQuest Dialog® lets searchers of all skill levels find, organize,
and share premium content in a single interface – including the
industry’s leading biomedical, engineering and patent sources.
Pivot® is the most comprehensive, streamlined resource for finding
global funding sources, coupled with acclaimed scholarly profiles
to match financial support to researchers and partners. Beyond
connecting researchers to funding opportunities and collaborators,
Pivot allows users to share and communicate these matches with
their colleagues.
Pivot Gallery leverages the Pivot tools to let your library create
a website that showcases the talent in your organization.

Summon, the service that searches your entire collection to
facilitate faster and easier research, continues to evolve with
improvements to relevance ranking, topic explorer, and database
recommender; integration with Ex Libris Alma (2017), a new 360
Core E-Journal Portal/A-to-Z user interface and more.
RefWorks is a premier reference management service that
supports researchers and libraries alike. Whether they write an
occasional paper or are experienced scholars, users of RefWorks
find a streamlined, dependable and accurate experience with
distinct benefits:
•

Breadth of add-ins—Google Docs, Dropbox integration, Office
365, Write-N-Cite, iOS and Android are all supported to enable
work on multiple devices.

•

Versatility—As the only browser-based product, RefWorks
provides a consistent platform from mobile to desktop.

•

Multiple citation styles—In addition to 4,000 available citation
styles, an integrated citation manager allows users to define
custom styles.

•

A safe way to save research—No syncing required! PDFs,
PowerPoint, Word, and Excel are supported so all research
and data can be managed in one place.

•

Support—Live and recorded webinars, training videos and
dedicated tech support—all at no extra charge—help users
get the most out of RefWorks.
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Better research. Better learning. Better insights.
Our culture is wrapped around supporting every librarian, researcher, educator,
professional and publisher we encounter.
To do that, we...
• Curate the content that matters, bringing forth information unmatched in its
scope and diversity
• Simplify workflows, reducing the noise and distraction that steal focus
• Connect and integrate with the larger information environment so that products
and services—no matter where they originate—work together efficiently
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Learn more and sign up for free trials at proquest.com
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